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ABSTRACT
GPS-based services (e.g. Google Maps) are very popular in our daily

life, while there are still many GPS-denied environments (e.g. in-

door and underground scenarios) in which they cannot be used.

In these situations, localization and navigation are still important,

for example in emergency evacuation or indoor navigation. In this

paper we aim to solve the problem of localizing and navigating

humans or robots in GPS-denied environments based on landmarks.

Our work is inspired by human daily communications about local-

ization and navigation, for example someone who has been to a

shopping mall many times can localize and guide another person to

get to a certain shop via conversations over the cellphone. Our goal

is to build a system with the same capability. We propose a system

that relies on qualitative information of places (e.g. the direction

relations between landmarks involved in route descriptions), where

localization can be achieved in an interactive manner and by an-

alyzing observations provided by users. Our system decides the

“best” route from one place to another by three factors: the number

of landmarks; the number of ambiguous turns; and the qualitative

distance (e.g. near and far). According to the experimental results,

the number of requeries in the interactive localization process is

acceptable and our route planning algorithm outperforms previous

methods in several cases.
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• Information systems→Location based services;Geographic
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1 INTRODUCTION
How to correctly move from the current place to the destination

is fundamental in our daily life. This can be called the navigation

problem, which is also a research problem that has been widely

and extensively discussed in several different fields (e.g. Geograph-

ical Information System, Computer Science and Robotics). The

following sub-problems have to be considered in most cases though

researchers from different fields have different focuses:

Map. Are online map services (e.g. Google Maps) available in

the current environment? It is ideal to have a complete and

precise map at-hand but navigation is still possible with-

out such maps. For example, in a scenario where an out-of-

towner asks a local resident how to get to a certain place,

the local resident can describe a route by referring to the

imaginary map in his/her mind.

Localization. If GPS is available, it is trivial to locate the cur-

rent position. However, there are still many GPS-denied envi-

ronments where other forms of localization mechanisms are

still required: indoor and underground environments where

there is only unstable or no GPS-signal (e.g. shopping malls

and mines, or inner cities with many high-rises); battlefield

situations where GPS is jammed, or events where it is not

allowed or not possible to use GPS (e.g. orienteering).

Route Planning. How to find the best route from the origin

to the destination? Another problem that might be equally

important is how to define the “best” route? Dijkstra [7] is the

most popular algorithm to find the shortest path. However,

in some cases the “simplest” route is more preferable [8].

“Simplest” can be defined in different ways. For example, the

route with fewest turns or the route that is the easiest to be

described [28].

Route Instruction. Route instructions can be either textual

(e.g. route descriptions in natural language) or pictorial (e.g.

routes that are illustrated in a sketched map or on the screen

of a mobile device). How to describe a route in a less ambigu-

ous way? For example, at an intersection there is more than

one right turn, it is better to indicate which right turn to

take (e.g. “next intersection take the first right turn” rather

than just “next intersection turn right”).

Decision points and Landmarks. Agents have to make de-

cisions (e.g. go straight or make turns) at decision points (e.g.

intersections or corners). Landmarks are salient places so

that their positions can be regarded as “known” and be used

to locate other places. Decision points are indispensable in

https://doi.org/10.1145/3347146.3359107
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navigation and landmarks are helpful in simplifying route

instructions and eliminating ambiguities [23].

Agent. Humans, robots or vehicles that follow and execute

certain route instructions to get from one place to another

will be called “agents” [34] in this paper. Agents can be

different in several aspects. Except for moving ability and

the form of route instructions that can be utilized, agents

can be also different in cognitive ability (e.g. whether they

are able to recognize landmarks).

Re-query. It is possible that an agent is lost during a navi-

gation process. In such cases re-queries are necessary so

that agents can be re-located and the navigation process can

continue by following a re-planned route.

In this paper, we will focus on the problem of localizing and nav-

igating agents in GPS-denied environments based on landmarks.

We also assume there is neither a precise and complete map nor an

online map service like Google Maps available to the user for the

area we are navigating in [35, 38]. Solving this problem is impor-

tant for indoor navigation such as in subway stations or shopping

centres, but also in extreme scenarios like natural disasters where

quickly and reliably navigating to safe places can save lives [37].

For example, when there is a fire in a shopping mall, how to quickly

find the route to the Exit from the current place (e.g. the Converse

shop) only given the following two previously recorded route de-

scriptions?

(1) Can you see the Adidas shop? Go there and turn left, you

can see the Burberry shop. At the corner near Burberry turn left

and walk for about 1-2 minutes and you will arrive at the Converse

shop.

(2) Continue along this way until you can find the Burberry shop.

At the elevator next to it turn right and go straight for about 50-60

meters where you can see Domino’s Pizza. The Exit is very close to

Domino’s. Just make a slight right turn.

Such descriptions can be found in scenarios where people are

asked to describe routes from memory. In the following we will

describe a navigation system that can locate and navigate in GPS-

denied environments given just incomplete and imprecise knowl-

edge about the positions of places like the examples given above.

Based on the above two route descriptions, our system should be

able to infer a route from the Converse shop to the Exit.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we

introduce related work; in Section 3 we describe how to construct a

map of places that is helpful in the process of localization (Section

4) and navigation (Section 5); in Section 6 we demonstrate how our

navigation system can be used by solving the problem of how to

get to the Exit from the Converse shop; our solution is evaluated

by experiments in Section 7; In Section 8 we conclude the paper

and also discuss future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Dijkstra’s algorithm [7] (or the shortest path algorithm) is to find

the shortest path between two nodes in a directed graph where

edges are labelled with weights (by default the distance between the

two nodes but also can be other metrics like travel time). Following

this pattern, directed graphs are also used to represent real-world

traffic networks (where there will be an edge from one node to

another if there is a realistic path in the traffic network) [8, 14]

because it is convenient for further analysis.

In [14], the shortest most reliable path algorithm (which is an

adapted version of the shortest path algorithm) is provided to find

the most reliable path. Shorter path is more preferable to break ties

when two paths are equally reliable. The unreliability of a path is

calculated by summing the unreliability of all turns involved in this

path and the unreliability of a turn is decided by the number of

other turns that are instruction equivalent at the same intersection.

For example, when arriving at a certain intersection from a certain

direction, there are two turns on the left. The unreliability of each

left turn is 1 because for each of them there is one other instruction

equivalent turn.

In contrast, the simplest path algorithm [8] aims to find the sim-

plest path under the assumption that it is simpler to describe paths

with less number of turns or turns in less complex intersections.

The complexity of different intersections has been discussed in [36].

The simplest path algorithm is also adapted from the shortest path

algorithm. The computational complexity of both algorithms is

O(|E |2) or O(|V |2) where |E | is the number of edges and |V | is the

number of nodes in the directed graph under the assumption that

the directed graphs that representing traffic networks are sparse

(then it is safe to have O(|E |) = O(|V |)).

Following the simplest path algorithm, Richter andDuckham [28]

propose the simplest instruction algorithm and claim that by us-

ing their algorithm the best paths can be described with much

smaller number of instructions (on average a 50% decrease) when

compared to both of the shortest path algorithm and the simplest

path algorithm with an acceptable increase of the path length (on

average a 10% increase). This improvement relies on considering

the complexity of different intersections, referring to landmarks

and applying the technique of spatial chunking. Landmarks are

frequently referred to in route instructions because they can be

used to indicate crucial turns (e.g. “turn right at the bus station”);

locate other places (e.g. “the library is to the left of the bus station”);

and ensure the route instructions are being correctly followed (e.g.

“if you can find a bus station then you are in the right way”) [28].

Spatial chunking is used to describe several continuous decision

points in one instruction rather than multiple instructions. For ex-

ample, “turn left at the second traffic light” rather than “go straight

at the first traffic light and then turn left at the second”.

There are quite a few discussions on landmarks since they are

frequently utilized in navigation as mentioned above. As pointed

out by [23], landmarks are helpful in unfamiliar environments and

people tend to use landmarks more frequently when they have to

make turns. A review of research on navigation with landmarks

can be found in [9] where three approaches for landmark identi-

fication have been introduced and also a new navigation model

based on landmarks has been proposed. Their landmark navigation

model actually focuses on generating simple route instructions

that include landmarks. In the navigation system presented in [30],

the complete and precise map of a building is given by an indoor

geographic information system. Visual landmarks (i.e. landmarks

that can be recognized using vision) are used for localization.

There is also research on generating more sophisticated “human-

like” landmark-based route instructions. The developed prototype

“IndoorNav” [29] can locate a user by requiring them to scan the
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nearest QRCode and provide route instructions to the destination

by considering all the direction relations of visible landmarks along

a certain route. Grouping (similar to spatial chunking) is used to

simplify textual instructions. The Indoor Landmark Navigation

Model (ILNM) proposed in [11] relies on spatial objects that are in

common categories (e.g. doors or elevators) rather than landmarks

with unique or salient visual, semantic or structural characteristics.

Deep learning methods can also be helpful in generating route

instrcutions in natural languages as described in [6, 24].

According to [5], the majority of landmark descriptions are in

the form of direction relations. Duckham et al. [9] also argue that

numerical descriptions of distance or turning angles are very rare

in human route descriptions. To be closer to human understanding

of spatial knowledge used in navigation (e.g. the direction relations

and topological relations between landmarks) and to achieve better

human-robot interaction, it is natural to describe landmarks with

their qualitative spatial relations. Qualitative Spatial Representa-

tion and Reasoning is a sub-field of Knowledge Representation and

Reasoning in Artificial Intelligence that focuses on the representa-

tion and reasoning of qualitative spatial relations between spatial

entities [4, 26]. Qualitative direction calculi (which are systematic

models of sets of qualitative direction relations) are helpful in mod-

eling directions that are heavily used in route descriptions. For

example, the double-cross calculus [13] that can model the direc-

tion relation between three points is applied in [18] to generate

route descriptions to support the communication between a driver

and an intelligent wheelchair; in [10, 22] OPRAm (a qualitative

calculus that can deal with the relative direction relations between

pairs of oriented points) has been used for navigating agents.

Such qualitative direction relations can be converted from quanti-

tative data in geographical information systems (e.g. OpenStreetMap

data) as in [22]; or be extracted from real-world natural language

place descriptions (e.g. the two descriptions in the introduction) in

the form of “Place A Relation Place B” [21] and be formalized as

place graphs [2, 33].

More and more robotics researchers have made efforts to handle

qualitative input (e.g. natural language direction description [18, 19]

or sketched maps [1, 3, 31]) because qualitative representations are

more suitable for human-robot interaction though traditionally

most navigation strategies in this field are based on quantitative

input (e.g. metric data collected from sensors or cameras, Open-

StreetMap data, or floor plans). Their research focuses more on

interpreting qualitative input and applying it for path planning

rather than route planning.

Note that in some cases the two concepts of “path” and “route”

are used as synonyms (e.g. the shortest path and the shortest route).

In this paper, to avoid ambiguity, “path” and “route” are regarded as

different terms in the sense that route planning is to find the “best”

route from the origin to the destination though the definition of

“best” varies and in contrast path planning is to deal with the prob-

lems about how to precisely move (e.g. motion trajectory planning;

and obstacle avoidance).

In this paper we focus on qualitative navigation (i.e. solving the

navigation problem by qualitative input [12, 20]), which is different

from quantitative navigation that heavily relies on quantitative

input. To the best of our knowledge, our solution is the first that

combines the following features: qualitative knowledge (e.g. the

direction and distance relations between places) as input; landmark-

based; interactive localization; and deciding the best route by con-

sidering number of landmarks, number of ambiguous turns and

qualitative distance. We believe our solution is different from previ-

ous solutions in reliability and is closer to how humans are doing

it and therefore is more intuitive for humans to use.

3 QUALITATIVE PLACE MAP
In a GPS-denied environment, localization and navigation are still

possible by referring to the descriptions of places from people

who are familiar with this area. Note that in this paper places can

be either landmarks (e.g. the Adidas shop) or non-salient places

(e.g. turns or elevators, or not so well-known branded shops). A

qualitative place map is a map of places in a qualitative form. In

this section, we will introduce its formal definition and also provide

construction algorithms in different scenarios.

Definition 3.1 (Qualitative Place Map). A qualitative place map

(QPM) is a directed graph whose vertices are places and the edges

between vertices are labelled with the qualitative knowledge about

places. Namely a QPM is a tuple (V ,E)whereV = {v1,v2, ...,vn } is
the set of vertices (n is the number of vertices) andE = {e1, e2, ..., em }

is the set of edges (m is the number of edges).

In a QPM, each vertex v ∈ V has two attributes: the name of

its corresponding place and whether the place is a landmark. The

naming function is defined to be pn : V −→ S where S is a set of

place names; and the landmark function is lm : V −→ {t , f } (t : true
and f : false). For example letv1 represent the “Adidas shop” andv2
represent the “corner” in the first description then pn(v1) = Adidas ,
pn(v2) = corner , lm(v1) = t and lm(v2) = f . An intuitive landmark

judging strategy that only relies on place names is used in this paper

while more sophisticated techniques can be found in the relevant

research introduced in Section 2: in a certain environment places

with unique and semantic names are landmarks (e.g. the Adidas

shop or the Big Clock) while places with names that are not unique,

not well-known, or only indicate their functions are not (e.g. turns,

elevators or doors).

Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a label consisting of six

elements. Namely, e = (vs ,ve , rr ea , rvis ,Rdir , rdis ) where vs ,ve ∈

V indicate the starting vertex and the ending vertex respectively,

rr ea ∈ {t , f } (t : true and f : false) denotes whether ve is directly

reachable from vs (namely there is a direct path between them),

rvis ∈ {t , f } denotes whether ve is visible from vs , Rdir is the set
of qualitative direction relations between vs and ve and rdis is the
qualitative distance relation between them.

3.1 Direction Relations
The qualitative direction relation calculus used in this paper Relative

Direction Relation (RDRm ) [16] is an adaptation of the STARm
calculus [25] and the double-cross calculus [13] to model the direc-

tion relations of place triples with arbitrary granularities. As the

example in Figure 1a where there are three places A, B and C and

m = 4, the 2D plane is divided into 4 ∗ 4 sectors by 4 lines and these

sectors are indexed from 0 to 4 ∗ 4− 1 (i.e. 15). Sectors indexed with

even numbers are even sectors (half lines in the 2D plane) and those

indexed with odd numbers are odd sectors (convex regions in the

2D plane). The direction relation betweenA, B andC is 1 becauseC
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Figure 1: (a) By using the default qualitative direction rela-
tion calculus RDR4 the direction relation between A, B and
C is 1. (b) The default direction relation labelling function
that assigns the 16 relations with the labels “front, left, back
and right”.

is in Sector 1 given B as the centroid and the orientation of Sector

0 the same as A → B. The Direction Relation Labelling function is

defined to be: ldir : Z4m −→ Ldir where Z4m = {0, 1, ..., 4m − 1}

and Ldir is a set of direction relation labels in natural language

(e.g. { f ront , le f t ,back, riдht}). Its converse function is defined as

l−1dir : Ldir −→ Z4m . In this paper the default qualitative direction

relation calculus isRDR4 and the default ldir function (as in Figure
1b) is

• ldir (0, 1, 15) = f ront
• ldir (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = le f t
• ldir (7, 8, 9) = back
• ldir (10, 11, 12, 13, 14) = riдht

Figure 2: (a) The sector model used by Klippel et al. f: front,
hl: half left, l: left, sl: sharp left, b: back, sr: sharp right; r:
right; hr: half right. (b) An equivalent sectormodel withm =
16 and a dedicated direction relation labelling function.

The value ofm and the corresponding ldir function are config-

urable because in different scenarios the size of sectors and the

natural language terms to describe each sector might vary. For

example, the sector model in [17] is shown in Figure 2a: the 2D

plane is not equally divided into even and odd sectors and “half left”,

“left” and “sharp left” are used instead of just “left”. Their model

can be represented by RDRm with a greaterm and adjusting the

ldir function as in Figure 2b (which originates from the mapping

strategy in [22]).

Figure 3: (a) The default qualitative distance calculus QDR5.
vc: very close, c: close, n: neural, f: far, vf: very far. (b) An-
other qualitative distance calculus QDR2. c: close, f: far.

3.2 Distance Relations
Similarly, the qualitative distance calculus used in this paper Quali-

tative Distance Relation (QDRm ) is first discussed in [15] to model

the qualitative distance relations between places with arbitrary

granularity. As in Figure 3a the 2D plane is divided into a circle

and several other circular rings based on how far the points are

from the center. These regions are indexed from 0 to 5 − 1 (i.e. 4).

The distance relation between A and B is 1 because B is in Region

1 of A (Figure 3a). The Distance Relation Labelling function is de-

fined to be: ldis : Zm −→ Ldis where Zm = {0, 1, ...,m − 1} and

Ldis is a set of distance relation labels in natural language (e.g.

{veryclose, close,neural , f ar ,very f ar }). Its converse function is

defined as l−1dis : Ldis −→ Zm . In this paper the default qualitative

distance calculus used is QDR5 and the default ldis function (as

in Figure 3a) is

• ldis (0) = very_close
• ldis (1) = close
• ldis (2) = neural
• ldis (3) = f ar
• ldis (4) = very_f ar

The value of m and the corresponding ldis function can also

be configured by users because in different cases the number of

regions, region widths and the natural language terms to describe

each region might be also different. For example, people might

just use “close” and “far” (i.e. m = 2 as in Figure 3b) to describe

distance relations rather than the more refined 5 terms used in the

default ldis function. Also, the range of “near” varies in different

contexts [27].

3.3 Extracting Qualitative Knowledge from
Natural Language Descriptions

It is possible to extract direction relations from route descriptions by

applying natural language processing techniques discussed in [21].

Such qualitative knowledge extraction is more related to Natural

Language Processing and is not the main focus of this paper. We

just assume qualitative knowledge can be extracted from natural

language descriptions. For example, the direction relations in “going

from A to B you can see C is on the left” and “going from D to B
you can see C is on the right” can be denoted as rdir (A,B,C) =
l−1dir (le f t) and rdir (D,B,C) = l−1dir (riдht) respectively. Since there
might be different incoming places (e.g. A and D), the deciding
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orientation of the direction relation between two places might also

be multiple. If the incoming place is unknown as in the description

“B is on A’s leftside”, the direction relation between A and B has to

be denoted as rdir (null ,A,B) = l−1dir (le f t), which actually provides

no information regarding the relative position of B toA if no further

information is given.

It is also possible to extract distance relations, reachability re-

lations and visibility relations from natural language descriptions.

For example, the distance relation in “A is very close to B” can be

denoted as rdis (A,B) = l−1dis (very_close); the reachability relation

in “from A you can go to B”can be denoted as rr ea (A,B) = t ; and
the visibility relation in “at A you can see B” can be denoted as

rvis (A,B) = t .

3.4 Map Construction
Given the qualitative knowledge of an environment in the form of

a set of direction relations, distance relations, reachability relations

and visibility relations, we can construct a qualitative place map by

applying Algorithm 1.

Before iterating those qualitative relations, we first infer new

relations by the following rules and add them to the corresponding

sets of relations (Line 2):

• If rdir (A,B,C) = i , rdir (C,B,A) = 4m − i , which is based on

the converse rules discussed in [16].

• If rdis (A,B) = i , rdis (B,A) = i . It is based on the assumption

that the distance from A to B is the same as that from B to A.
• If rr ea (A,B) = t , rr ea (B,A) = t , which is based on the as-

sumption that ifB is reachable fromA thenA is also reachable

from B.
• If rr ea (A,B) = t , rvis (A,B) = t . It is assumed if B is reachable

from A then it is also visible from A.
• If rvis (A,B) = t , rvis (B,A) = t , which is based on the as-

sumption that if B is visible from A then A is also visible

from B.

Note that most of the above rules are based on simplified as-

sumptions, which is subject to change in different scenarios. For

example, it is possible that Place A is directly reachable from Place

B but not visible from Place B because they are connected by a

curved path and there is an obstacle inbetween so that Place A is

not visible from Place B. Other qualitative spatial reasoning tech-

niques (e.g. composition) can also be used to infer new qualitative

relations. However, it is still an open problem whether they are that

helpful in our case. For example, the direction relation between

Place A, B and D (i.e. rdir (A,B,D)) can be inferred by composing

rdir (A,B,C) and rdir (B,C,D). But it is possible that D is neither

visible nor not directly reachable from B, which means the newly

inferred direction relation between A, B, and D may not be helpful

in localization or navigation.

Thenwe iterate the set of direction relations Sdir (Line 4). Given a
direction relation between three places for example rdir (p1,p2,p3) =
i and i ∈ Z4m (Line 5), check whether p1, p2, and p3 have already
been represented by vertices in V (Line 6) and the edge from the

vertex of p2 to the vertex of p3 is in E (Line 7). If the name of a place

is semantic (Line 27), we can check whether there is a vertex in V
that has the same place name (if yes it is already in V ); if the name

of a place is functional (Line 32), we just add it to V because so

Algorithm 1 Qualitative Place Map Construction

1: procedure Construct(QPM, Sdir , Sdis , Sr ea , Svis )
2: InferAndAddNewRelation(Sdir , Sdis , Sr ea , Svis )
3: QPM = (V ,E)
4: for r ∈ Sdir do
5: r = (p1,p2,p3, i)
6: CheckPlace(r ,V )

7: e = CheckEdge(p2,p3,E)
8: e .Rdir .add((v1, i))

9: for r ∈ Sdis do
10: r = (p1,p2, i)
11: CheckPlace(r ,V )

12: e = CheckEdge(p1,p2,E)
13: e .rdis = i

14: for r ∈ Sr ea do
15: r = (p1,p2, t)
16: CheckPlace(r ,V )

17: e = CheckEdge(p1,p2,E)
18: e .rr ea = t

19: for r ∈ Svis do
20: r = (p1,p2, t)
21: CheckPlace(r ,V )

22: e = CheckEdge(p1,p2,E)
23: e .rvis = t

24:

25: procedure CheckPlace(r ,V )

26: for p ∈ r .places do
27: if p.name .type = semantic then
28: if p.name < V .placeNames then
29: pn(v) = p.name
30: lm(v) = t
31: V .add(v)

32: if p.name .type = f unctional then
33: pn(v) = p.name
34: lm(v) = f
35: V .add(v)

far it is impossible to judge for example whether two intersections

are actually referring to the same place. In the QPM, the direction

relation between v2 and v3 is denoted as (v1, i) and it will be added
as one of the direction relations between v2 and v3 in the label of

the edge from v2 to v3 (Line 8) where v1, v2, v3 are the vertices
representing p1, p2, and p3 respectively.

Similarly, next we go through the set of distance relations Sdis
(Line 9). Given a distance relation between two places for example

rdis (p1,p2) = i and i ∈ Zm (Line 10), check whether these two

places and the edge between them are already in the QPM (Line

11-12). Then add (i) as the distance relation in the label of the

edge from v1 to v2 (Line 13). The same procedure is applied in

iterating through the set of reachability relations Sr ea (Line 14-18)

and visibility relations Svis (Line 19-23).
Note that in a qualitative place map, if no other information is

given, the default direction relation between two vertices isUdir =
{0, 1, ..., 15} (namely can be any relation in this set); the default
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distance relation is 2; both of the default reachability relation and

visibility relation are f .

Algorithm 2 Qualitative Place Map Construction by Exploration

1: procedure Construct(V ,E,p)
2: p.explored = true
3: AddVertice(p,V )

4: for pnb ∈ p.neiдhbors do
5: if pnb .explored , true then
6: AddEdge(p,pnb ,E)
7: RecordRelations()

8: Construct(V ,E,pnb )
9: AddEdge(pnb ,p,E)
10: RecordRelations()

A qualitative place map can also be constructed by exploration

if there is a traveller or a robot that can move around and record

observations. The exploration strategy can be based on a depth-

first search (DFS) [32] so that we can traverse all places in a certain

order. Start from a random place, we can mark it as “explored” and

then move to an arbitrary next place that is directly reachable. If

the next place has already been marked as “explored”, go back to

the incoming place and choose the next directly reachable place.

Record all of the observations about the direction relations, distance

relations, reachability relations and visibility relations between

places during the exploration. The exploration process can stop

if at a certain place all of the directed reachable places have been

explored. Algorithm 2 describes this process of starting from a

random place p in a place network and the QPM constructed is

represented by (V ,E).

4 INTERACTIVE LOCALIZATION
Localization is important because the starting position of an agent

might be unknown, or it might be lost during the navigation process.

It is trivial to locate a user if GPS is available while there are still

many GPS-denied environments. In these cases our localization

mechanism is still available given the prelearned qualitative place

map (QPM) of the environment.

Our localization algorithm (Algorithm 3) is interactive because

it is based on the interaction with the agent. Details are as follows:

(1) Initialize a candidate setVc that includes all landmarks in the

given QPM (Line 3-5).

(2) The agent is asked to move to an arbitrary next place and

to provide descriptions about its current position (Line 7): it can

go to the nearest salient place and tell us the name of the place

(place); or it can describe the places that are visible from its current

position (Svis ); or it can tell us from which incoming landmark

the direction relations between its current place and other visible

landmarks (Sdir ). We assume in each communication only one form

of descriptions is provided by the agent.

(3) If the information given by the agent is the name of its current

place (Line 11), we check whether it is included as a landmark in

the QPM. If yes then we know the current position of the agent and

let Vc only contain this landmark (Line 13-16).

(4) If the information given by the agent is the names of the places

that are visible from its current position (Line 17), we can remove

Algorithm 3 Interactive Localization

1: procedure InteractiveLocalization(QPM)

2: QPM = (V ,E)
3: for v ∈ V do
4: if lm(v) = t then
5: Vc .add(v)

6: while |Vc | > 1 do
7: (place, Svis , Sdir ) = AgentDescription()

8: Locate(place, Svis , Sdir ,V ,E,Vc )

return Vc
9:

10: procedure Locate(place, Svis , Sdir ,V ,E,Vc )
11: if place , ∅ then
12: for v ∈ V do
13: if pn(v) = place .name then
14: Vc .removeAll()
15: Vc .add(v)
16: return
17: if Svis , ∅ then
18: for v ∈ Vc do
19: isValid = true
20: for r ∈ Svis do
21: r = (p1,p2, t)
22: if rvis (v,v(p2)) = f then
23: isValid = f alse

24: if isValid = f alse then
25: Vc .remove(v)

26: if Sdir , ∅ then
27: for v ∈ Vc do
28: isValid = true
29: for r ∈ Sdir do
30: r = (p1,p2,p3, i)
31: if rdir (v(p1),v,v(p3)) , i then
32: isValid = f alse

33: if isValid = f alse then
34: Vc .remove(v)

landmarks from Vc if from it any of the places mentioned are not

visible (Line 22). v(p2) is the vertex that represents p2. rvis (v1,v2)
returns the visibility relation between v1 and v2.

(5) If the information given by the agent is the direction relations

between its current position and other landmarks from a certain

incoming landmark (Line 26), we can remove landmarks from Vc if

from the incoming landmark the direction relations between it and

the landmarks do not match the direction relations provided by the

agent (Line 31). v(p1) is the vertex that represents p1 and v(p3) is
the vertex that represents p3. rdir (v1,v2,v3) returns the direction
relation between v2 and v3 given v1 as the incoming landmark.

(6) If the number of elements in Vc is greater than 1, go back to

step (2) (Line 6).

It is assumed that the orientation of an agent is the same as

the orientation from the incoming place to its current place. The

incoming landmark must be included in a direction relation descrip-

tion because, as discussed above, if it is not provided the direction
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relation given is informationless. Our localization algorithm can

always succeed to locate an agent if the information provided by the

agent is consistent and the agent is not allowed to keep moving in

a loop of places (which is supported by the experimental results in

Section 7). If the current location of the agent cannot be determined

in one query, the agent has to requery. The number of requeries for

localization (i.e. the number of interactions with the system minus

1) should not be greater than a certain value (e.g. 2), otherwise the

agent will be frustrated. In Section 7 we will explore whether our

localization algorithm can always succeed in agent localization and

also the average number of requeries.

5 RELIABLE NAVIGATION
5.1 Route Planning
Route planning aims to find the “best” route from the origin to the

destination though “best” is defined by different criteria in differ-

ent route planning algorithms. For example, the classical Dijkstra

algorithm [7] is to find the route with the shortest length while

the shortest most reliable path algorithm [14] (which is adaptation

of the Dijkstra algorithm) aims to find the most reliable route and

route length is used to break ties when two routes share the same

unreliability. These two algorithms are also different in number

of nodes involved in each assignment of the weighting function

(which is designed to assign weight to each edge or a pair of edges):

2 in the Dijkstra algorithm because the weighting function is only

related to one edge; 3 in the shortest most reliable path algorithm

because the main weighting function is related to two edges which

satisfies that ending node of the first edge is the same as the starting

node of the second edge. To avoid the repetitive description on how

the Dijkstra algorithm is adapted, we just focus on how to calculate

the total cost of a route. The cost function is defined to assign the

cost to a route and it indicates the cost of moving from the first

node to the last node by making turns or going straight via the

intermediate nodes. For example, the cost function used in [14] is:

cost[v1,v2, ...,vn ] =
n−2∑
i=1

(ie[vi ,vi+1,vi+2] − 1) (1)

where cost[v1,v2, ...,vn ] is the cost of a route from v1 to vn and

ie[vi ,vi+1,vi+2] is the number of turns that are instruction equiva-

lent to the turn from the edge (vi ,vi+1) to the edge (vi+1,vi+2) (or
more formally the number of vertices v that satisfy

rdir (vi ,vi+1,v) = rdir (vi ,vi+1,vi+2)). (2)

In contrast, the cost function used in our route planning algo-

rithm cost∗[v1,v2, ...,vn ] =

n−2∑
i=1

(
loдa1 (ie[vi ,vi+1,vi+2] − 1 + a1)

loдa2 (lm#[vi+2] + a2)
) + qd[v1,v2, ...,vn ] (3)

where lm#[vi+2] is the number of landmarks that are visible atvi+2
and qd[v1,v2, ...,vn ] is the qualitative distance from v1 to vn (or

in a more formal form

qd[v1,v2, ...,vn ] =
n−1∑
i=1

(rdis (vi ,vi+1))). (4)

Our route planning algorithm considers not only the distance

between two nodes and the unreliability of each turn but also

the number of landmarks involved in a certain route because it

is less possible for an agent to be lost and the route instructions

can be simpler with greater number of landmarks. Its cost function

consists of two parts: the first part is the sum of the ratios of the

unreliablity of the turns to the number of landmarks. For each

turn, it is better to calculate the ratio of these two factors because

they might be relevant (e.g. greater number of landmarks might

incur the increase of the unreliablity as in Figure 4). Note that

logarithmic functions are applied to smooth the influence of much

greater values of the unreliability of a turn and the number of

landmarks. a1 and a2 are adjustable constants and their values can

be decided by exploratory experiments as discussed in Section 7.

The second part is the qualitative distance from the origin to the

destination.

Figure 4: Assuming v4 is a landmark and is visible from v3.
When moving from v1 to v3 via v2, v4 is helpful as a land-
mark that might be used to locate v3. However, v4 can also
increase the unreliability because it is the turn of (v1,v2,v3)
is instruction equivalent to the turn of (v1,v2,v4).

Other details of our route planning algorithm are omitted be-

cause the only difference between our algorithm and the shortest

most reliable path algorithm [14] is how the cost function is defined.

The discussion about the computational complexity is also similar

(namely O(|E |2)).

Algorithm 4 Reliable Navigation

1: procedure Navigation(QPM,vd )
2: vc = InteractiveLocalization(QPM)

3: route = FindTheMostReliableRoute(QPM,vc ,vd )
4: for (v1,v2) ∈ route do
5: GenerateInstructions(v1,v2)

5.2 Navigation System
As in Algorithm 4, by applying the interactive localization mecha-

nism discussed in Section 4 our navigation algorithm can navigate

an agent without knowing its current place (Line 2).

Given the qualitative place map, the current vertex vc and the

destination vertex vd , the route planning algorithm discussed in

the previous subsection can be used to find the most reliable route

(Line 3).
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Extract the edges in the most reliable route in sequence and gen-

erate route instructions (Line 5). A template-based route generation

strategy is used in our system while more sophisticated strategies

can be found in [6, 24]. For example, given v1 as the current place
and v2 the next place to go, first describe landmarks that are visible

from v1 in the form of “at pn(v1) you can see...” and then indicate

whether to go straight or take turns to get to v2 based on the direc-

tion relation between v1 and v2; next describe landmarks that are

visible fromv2 by using the same template “at pn(v2) you can see...”.

This mechanism is to ensure that each time the agent arrives at a

new place, descriptions of visible landmarks from the new place

will be provided to check whether the agent is at the correct place,

which is better than [14, 34] where an agent can only realize they

are in the wrong way when there is no valid navigation instruction

to follow.

Whenever the agent reports it is lost, just restart the navigation

procedure.

6 CASE STUDY

Figure 5: A qualitative place map constructed from two
route descriptions.

In this section we will describe how to solve the problem men-

tioned in the introduction by using our navigation system. As

shown in Figure 5 a qualitative place map can be constructed based

on the qualitative knowledge extracted from the two descriptions

and applying the inference rules discussed in Section 3.4. In the

QPM, each vertex is labelled with a tuple where the first element is

the name of the place and the second element indicates whether it

is a landmark. The labels of edges are as follows:

• e12 = (v1,v2, t , t , {(null , l−1dir (le f t))}, 2)
• e21 = (v2,v1, t , t , {(null ,Udir }, 2)
• e23 = (v2,v3, t , t , {(v1,Udir )}, 1)
• e32 = (v3,v2, t , t , {(v4, l−1dir (riдht))}, 1)
• e34 = (v3,v4, t , t , {(v2, l−1dir (le f t))}, 3)
• e43 = (v4,v3, t , t , {(null ,Udir )}, 3)
• e25 = (v2,v5, t , t , {(null ,Udir )}, 0)
• e52 = (v5,v2, t , t , {(v6, l−1dir (le f t))}, 0)
• e56 = (v5,v6, t , t , {(v2, l−1dir (riдht))}, 1)
• e65 = (v6,v5, t , t , {(v7, l−1dir (le f t))}, 1)
• e67 = (v6,v7, t , t , {(v5, l−1dir (riдht))}, 0)
• e76 = (v6,v5, t , t , {(null ,Udir )}, 0)

Applying the routing planning algorithm discussed in Section

5, it is not difficult to know that the best route from “Converse”

(v4) to “Exit” (v7) is v4v3v2v5v6v7. An agent can follow the route

instructions generated by the template-based strategy discussed in

Section 5.2:

• From Converse go to the corner and turn right to Burberry.

At the corner you can see Burberry.

• At Burberry you can see Adidas. From Burberry go to the

elevator and turn right to Domino. At the elevator you can

see Domino.

• From Domino you can see Exit. From Domino go to Exit.

It is not difficult to recognize the templates used in the above

route instructions. Generating more human-like instructions are

left as future work.

7 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the whole localization and navigation process in simu-

lated environments. Qualitative place maps (QPMs) are generated

by the Exploration Algorithm (Algorithm 2) from graphs of places

with different configurations in terms of number of vertices and

edges. Specifically, the four configurations being used are 200 ver-

tices & 200 edges, 200 vertices & 300 edges, 500 vertices & 500 edges

and 500 vertices & 750 edges. The vertices may be recognizable

landmarks or non-salient places. The landmark vertices may be

reachable by the agent (e.g. a bookshop) or only visible but un-

reachable (e.g. an advertisement board hanging on the ceiling). The

qualitative place maps are built with the default qualitative spatial

models used in this paper: RDR4 and QDR5.

Then, we simulate the guiding process between a navigator with

the qualitative place maps and an agent who aims to travel from

randomly selected starting points to destination points, which cor-

responds to the situation where based on prior knowledge one

person can localize and navigate the other via remote communica-

tions. Note that it is assumed the starting point is unknown to both

the navigator and the agent at first. The navigator needs to locate

the agent based on its qualitative place map and the observations

provided by the agent. Another assumption we made here is that

the agent will correctly interpret and execute route instructions,

which means, the agent can only make mistakes when facing with

ambiguous turns.

7.1 Evaluation of Interactive Localization
In this subsection, our interactive localization algorithm is evaluated

by analyzing the number of requeries needed for obtaining the

correct location of the agent. In our localization mechanism, each

requery results in a movement of the agent, therefore it is important

to keep the number of requeries small. Table 1 demonstrates the

percentage of requery amounts performed over 10000 testing cases

in each place graph. The accuracy of our qualitative localization

algorithm is 100% (i.e. the agent can always be located). More than

80% of the localization processes need zero or one requery, and

more than 90% of the localization processes need no more than 2

requeries. Based on the experimental results, it is safe to claim our

method works reasonably well though there is no similar purely

qualitative localization algorithm to compare with.

It can also be observed from the results that with the increase

of number of vertices and edges, the percentage of tests with more

than 1 requeries slightly increases. One possible reason is that more
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requeries are required to resolve the ambiguity brought by the

increased vertices and their connections.

Table 1: Evaluation results of interactive localization. ‘v’ rep-
resents the number of vertices in the place graph; ‘e’ repre-
sents the number of edges in the place graph; ‘r’ is the num-
ber of requeries; ‘rave ’ is the average number of requeries
made per guidance.

v=200,e=200 v=200,e=300 v=500,e=500 v=500,e=750

r = 0 38.01% 37.32% 34.19% 34.31%

r = 1 49.13% 49.05% 52.12% 47.60%

r = 2 6.49% 8.03% 7.14% 10.53%

r > 2 6.37% 5.60% 6.55% 7.56%

rave 0.90 0.87 0.92 0.99

7.2 Evaluation of Reliable Navigation
In this subsection, we evaluate the navigation process which in-

cludes interactive localization and route planning. We monitor the

number of instructions given by the navigator (namely the number

of places from the origin to the destination), the distance that the

agent actually travels in the simulation and the number of wrong

turns the agent makes during the travel. We compare our results

with the Dijkstra algorithm and also the shortest most reliable path

algorithm (SMR) described in [14]. Since it is assumed that the exact

distances between places are unknown to the navigator, the dis-

tances used in the three algorithms are all qualitative distances with

granularity of 5. However, the total travel distance for measuring

the performance of the three algorithms are exact distances from

the ground truth of the place graphs. In the evaluation below, the

two constants in our cost function (i.e. a1 and a2 in Equation (3))

are set to 4 and 2 respectively based on the exploratory experiments

on our algorithm.

Dijkstra, SMR, and our interactive localization and reliable navi-

gation (ILRN) algorithm are all applied in 10000 randomly generated

test cases in each of the same four graphs (as those in Section 7.1).

The average number of instruction, average number of wrong turns

and average distance are calculated for comparison. As shown in

Table 2, 3, 4 and 5, we can observe that our algorithm provided

the smallest number of instructions among the three algorithms

in all four different configurations. By using our algorithm the

average number of wrong turns is much smaller than those by

using the other two algorithms, which demonstrates our algorithm

is capable of finding the most reliable route and can reduce the

frequency of getting lost. Note that in two situations wrong turns

will be detected: 1) descriptions from the agent are different from

the expectation of the navigator; 2) the agent cannot observe the

landmark according to the route instruction given by the navigator.

For the relatively large graphs with 500 vertices, by using our

algorithm the smallest travel distance can be achieved. However,

for graphs with 200 vertices, the physically shortest paths cannot be

found by using our algorithm. But as discussed above, our method is

still preferable when compared to the other two algorithms because

it can largely reduce the number of instructions from the navigator

and the number of wrong turns.

Table 2: Evaluation results for different cost functions on a
place graphwith 200 vertices and 200 edges. “#instructions" is
the number of instructions provided by the navigator to the
agent. “#wronд turns" is the number of incorrect turns made
by the agent because of ambiguous turns. “distance" is the
travelling distance (in units of length) of the agent including
wrong movements and movements by the interactive local-
izationmechanism. All the data in the following 4 tables are
averaged per trip. “SMR” is short for the shortest most reli-
able path algorithm and “ILRN” is short for our interactive
localization and reliable navigation algorithm.

Dijkstra SMR ILRN

# instructions 9.27 9.14 8.90

# wrong turns 0.75 0.72 0.61

distance 4.03 4.03 4.10

Table 3: Evaluation results for different weight configura-
tions on a place graph with 200 vertices and 300 edges.

Dijkstra SMR ILRN

# instructions 7.99 7.94 7.68

# wrong turns 1.00 0.93 0.71

distance 3.53 3.43 3.54

Table 4: Evaluation results for different weight configura-
tions on a place graph with 500 vertices and 500 edges.

Dijkstra SMR ILRN

# instructions 11.74 11.60 11.28

# wrong turns 0.76 0.71 0.61

distance 5.23 5.18 5.12

Table 5: Evaluation results for different weight configura-
tions on a place graph with 500 vertices and 750 edges.

Dijkstra SMR ILRN

# instructions 10.55 10.34 9.54

# wrong turns 1.42 1.30 0.95

distance 4.86 4.72 4.50

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we have provided a series of mechanisms that en-

able localization and navigation in GPS-denied environments given

only qualitative knowledge of places. This is motivated by human

communication and aims to assist human localization and naviga-

tion in an intuitive and interactive way. The qualitative knowledge

between places (landmarks or not) is extracted from natural lan-

guage descriptions and stored in a directed graph called qualitative

place map where the vertices represent places and edges are la-

belled with different categories of qualitative relations between

places that might be helpful in localization and navigation. Based

on qualitative place maps, an interactive localization algorithm

has been described that can locate agents based on eliminating

landmarks that cannot satisfy the observations provided by agents;
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and a reliable navigation system has been introduced which (differ-

ent from previous methods) also takes number of landmarks and

qualitative distances into consideration. In the experiments, we

demonstrate the usefulness of our localization algorithm as well as

the improvement in reliable route calculation compared to previous

navigation systems. More importantly, those previous navigation

systems might not be useful in cases where the coordinates of

places are not given. With our qualitative localization algorithm,

some previous GPS-based navigation systems can also be used in

GPS-denied environments by performing localization based on the

observations from the agent or user.

In the future, we plan to combine our system with more so-

phisticated natural language processing techniques and extend its

practical usefulness by applying it in more real-world scenarios.
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